Mountains Fall
Ben Ady
Key = B

Intro:  B  E/B  B  F#/B

Verse 1
B/G#    E11
Mountains fall, demons flee
B    F#/B
At the mention of Your name
B/G#    E11
I am whole, I am free
B    F#/B
At the mention of Your name

Interlude:  G#m  E11  B  F#/B

Chorus
G#m  E11  B  F#/B
Yahweh, we praise
G#m  E11  B  F#
Yahweh, always

Verse 2
B/G#    E11
Lame will walk, blind will see
B    F#/B
At the mention of Your name
B/G#    E11
Deaf will hear, mute will speak
B    F#
At the mention of Your name

Interlude  Woah (x6)
G#m  E  B  F#/A#

Bridge
G#m
(And now) These mountains fall down,
E
Demons flee now
F#/A#  G#m
At the sound of Your great name